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IMAGE PROJECTION

BACKGROUND

[0001 ] Two-dimensional and three -dimensional scanning technology allows

for the digital capture or acquisition of the shape, contours, and other features of a

physical object. For exampie, in a three-dimensional scanning application, various

hardware and software may be used to capture an object such as a user's hand to

display the object on a device or monitor.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0002] F G. 1 is a perspective view of a device outputting content and an

object, e.g., a user hand, in a first position, according to an example of the present

disclosure;

[0003] FIG. 2 is a perspective view of a device outputting content and an

object in a second position, according to an example of the present disclosure;

[0004] FIG. 3 is a flowchart of projecting a composite image, according to an

exampie of the present disclosure;

[0005] FIG. 4A is a flowchart of creating an initial object mask, according to a

first example of the present disclosure;

[0006] F G. 4B is a flowchart of creating an initial object mask, according to a

second example of the present disclosure;

[0007] FIG. 5 is an illustration of a captured image by at least one sensor,

according to an exampie of the present disclosure;



[0008] F G. 6 is an illustration of a source content file and an object mask

projected by a device, according to an example of the present disclosure;

[0009] FIG. 7 is an illustration of a source content f e and an object displayed

by a device, according to an example of the present disclosure;

[0010] FIG. 8 illustrates a flow diagram of refining an object mask, according

to an example of the present disclosure;

[00 1 F GS 9A and 9B illustrate an original object mask and a refined object

mask, according to an example of the present disclosure; and

[0012] FIG. 10 is a diagram of the device of FIG. 1, according to an example of

the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0013] In a computing system, a projector may be employed as both a display-

source and an illumination source. For example, a projector may project text,

documents, images, video, or other digital media onto a surface and also illuminate

an object, e.g., a hand, on or near the surface. In the case where the object is to be

captured by, e.g., a camera, 3D sensor, infrared sensor, or other sensor, the object

may have text or images superimposed on it, preventing a clean capture of the

object by the sensor n such cases, the projector does not optimally serve the dual

purposes of a display source and an illumination source when digitally capturing

an object.

[00 4 As one example, in the case of a digital presentation or digital slide

projected onto a surface where a user's hand is present or hovering between the

projector and the surface, a digital capture of the hand would cap ture the slide and



the hand, including the slide superimposed on the hand in such examples, aside

from preventing a clean capture of the hand, the projector already has a digital

image of the slide i is projecting and may not need to capture i using a 3D sensor.

[00 5 According to one example for outputting image data, an image

comprising a surface and an object are captured on a sensor. An object mask

based on the captured image is created on a processor. A first composite image

based on the object mask and a source content file is created. n an example, the

first composite image is projected to the surface.

[00 6 FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a device outputting content and an

object, e.g., a user hand, in a first position, according to an example of the present

disclosure n an example, F G. 1 illustrates a computer system or device 100

("device") utilized by at least one user 102. As discussed below in more detail,

device 100 may comprise a sensor cluster 104, one or more sensors ("sensors")

106, a projector (or projector and mirror system) 108 (hereinafter "projector"), a

display 110, and a mat 112. In some examples, mat 112 may be touch-sensitive.

[0017] In some examples, mat 112 and display 110 may display source

content 114 and 120. n one example, the source content may be a digital

presentation slide stored on or accessible by device 100. Source content 114 may

be projected by the projector 108, which may be cantilevered over mat 112, while

source content 120 may be displayed on display 110.

[0018] Device 100 may be used to capture or scan an object such as the hand

116 of user 102 within the field of view of a sensor 106, including a device in a

user's hand such as a stylus 118 (referred to collectively herein as "object 116").

In some examples, a real-time representation 122 of the object 116 being captured



or scanned may be displayed on display 110 as, e.g., part of source content 120 or

overlaid on source content 120

[0019] Device 100 in general may comprise any suitable computing device

such as a desktop computer, laptop computer, notebook, netbook, all-in-one

computer, tablet, or smartphone capable of interfacing with at least one sensor i

some examples, the housing of display 110 may comprise a processor, memory,

and/or storage for use in device 100.

[0020] Display 110 may also be supported by a support structure (not

shown), which may include a base and an upright member. The support structure

may support the weight of display 110, as well as sensor cluster 104 and sensors

106, which may be cantilevered such that sensors 106 hover over mat 112. n the

example shown in FIG. 1, the front end of the support base includes a portion

creating a space or clearance under display 110 such that mat 112 may be

received within the space formed under display 110.

[0021] n examples where mat 112 is touch-sensitive, mat 112 may comprise

any suitable touch-sensitive technology for detecting and tracking one or multiple

touch inputs by a user in order to allow the user to interact with software being

executed by device 100 or some other computing device (not shown). For

example, in some examples, mat 112 may utilize known touch sensitive

technologies such as, for example, resistive, capacitive, acoustic wave, infrared,

strain gauge, optical, acoustic pulse recognition, or some combination thereof.

[0022] in some examples, mat 112 and display 110, and/or a processor,

memory, and storage of device 100, are electrically coupled to one another such

that user inputs received by mat 112 are communicated to display 110 and/or the



processor, memory, and storage housed in display 1 0 or external to display 110.

Any suitable wireless or wired electrical coupling or connection may be used

between mat 112 and display 110, or generally within device 100.

[0023] Sensor cluster 104 may comprise one or more sensors 106 and/or

one or more illumination sources, such as a projector 108. Projector 108 may

comprise any suitable digital light projector assembly for receiving data from a

computing device and projecting an image or images that correspond with that

input data in some examples, projector 108 comprises a digital Sight processing

DLP) projector or a liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS) projector whic are

advantageously compact and power efficient projection engines capable of

multiple display resolutions and sizes. Projector 108 may be electrically coupled

to device 100 in order to receive data therefrom for producing light and images

during operation such as through an electric conductor, WI-FI, BLUETOOTH©,

C, an optical connection, an ultrasonic connection, or some combination thereof.

[0024] n some examples, sensor cluster 104 may also comprise a folding

mirror, which may be a highly reflective surface disposed along a bottom surface

of sensor cluster 104 and/or positioned to reflect images and/or light projected

from projector 108 toward mat 112. The mirror may be a standard front surface

vacuum metalized aluminum coated glass mirror. In other examples, the mirror

may have a complex aspherical curvature to act as a reflective lens element to

provide additional focusing power or optical correction. The mirror may allow

projector 108 to be located off of the sensor cluster 104, with light reflected from

the projector 108 onto the mirror of sensor cluster 104, such that illumination will

appear to user 102 to be coming from the sensor cluster 104.



[0025] Sensors 106 may include a plurality of sensors and/or cameras to

measure and/or detect various parameters. For example, sensors 106 may

comprise at least one of a camera, an ambient light sensor, a depth sensor, and a

three-dimensional (3D) user interface sensor.

[0026] More specifically, in an example, a camera 106 may be a high-

resolution camera, a low-resolution camera, an infrared ("IR") camera, or other

camera type. Camera 106 may be arranged to capture a still image or a video of an

object or other items disposed on mat 112 or generally below sensors 106,

including projected content.

[0027] In an example, an ambient light sensor 106 may be arranged to

measure the intensity of light of the environment surrounding device 100, in order

to, in some examples, adjust exposure settings of another sensor in sensor cluster

104, and/or adjust the intensity of the light emitted from other sources

throughout the device such as, for example, projector 108 or display 110.

[0028] n an example, a depth sensor 106 may indicate when a 3D object is

on a work surface, such as on mat 112 or, in other examples, a table or other

surface suitable for scanning in particular, depth sensor 106 may sense or detect

the presence, shape, contours, motion, and/or the 3D depth of an object, or specific

feature(s) of an object. Thus, in some examples, depth sensor 106 may employ

any suitable sensor or camera arrangement to sense and detect a 3D object and/or

the depth values of each pixel, whether infrared, color, or other, disposed in the

sensor's field-of-view. In some examples, depth sensor 106 may comprise a single

IR camera sensor with a uniform flood of IR light, a dual IR camera sensor with a



uniform flood of 1R light, structured light depth sensor technology, time-of-fiight

(TOF) depth sensor technology, or some combination thereof.

[0029] In an example, a user interface sensor 106 may comprise any suitable

device or devices (e.g., sensor or camera) for tracking a user input device such as,

for example, a hand, stylus, or pointing device.

[0030] in various examples, sensor cluster 104 may comprise other sensors

and/or cameras either in lieu of or in addition to sensors described above, and/or

in different configurations, such as for use with a desktop, tablet, or smartphone.

[0031] Sensors 106 in sensor cluster 104, or any sensors accessible by device

100 in general, may be electrically and communicatively coupled to one other

and/or device 100 or components of device 100 such that data generated within

sensor cluster 104 may be transmitted to device 100, and commands issued by-

device 100 may be communicated to the sensors 106 through any suitable

electrical and/or communicative coupling.

[0032] FIG. 2 is a perspective view of a device outputting content with an

object in a second position, according to an example of the present disclosure. In

the example of FIG. 2, as the user's hand 116 has moved, the image projected by

projector 108 has changed such that the source content is not projected onto the

user's hand as discussed below. Further, the real-time representation 202 of the

object 116 being captured or scanned is also updated to reflect a new, clean

capture of the object 116 in a new location without source content projected onto

the object, e.g., without source content projected onto the user's hand.



[0033] F G. 3 is a flowchart of projecting a composite image, according to an

example of the present disclosure.

[0034] In block 302, an image is captured by, e.g., a sensor 106. The

captured image may represent the projected source content with an object such as

a user's hand or a stylus on or on top of the projected source content, as shown in

the example of FiG. 5, e.g., the capture of block 302 may be a capture of "live"

image data.

[003S] n block 304, an object mask is created, as described below in more

detail with respect to FIGS. 4A and 413. The object mask may represent a colored

or uncolored mask area, such as an off-white or gray mask corresponding to the

shape and position of the user hand or object 116 such that, when projected, the

mask area prevents the source content from being projected onto an object such

as a hand n some examples, exposure changes or light dimming behind an object,

e.g., behind the user's hand, may also be used to compensate such that source

content is not projected onto an object, e.g., the user's hand.

[0036] In block 306, a composite image is created in an example, the object

mask and the source content are combined, e.g., via compensation or a compositor,

to create a first composite image, as shown in the example of FIG. 6.

[0037] In the example of block 308, the first composite image is projected,

e.g., onto mat 112 or other surface, such that the object mask prevents source

content from being projected on the object 116, e.g., a user's hand or stylus.

[0038] in some examples, the flow of FIG. 3 may loop. For example, after the

first composite image is projected in block 308, the image may be captured or re-

s



captured in block 302 using sensor 106, with a second object mask and second

composite image created to project a second composite image to allow for, e.g.,

movement in an object such as a user's hand or a change in shape or location of the

object.

[0039] n some examples, at least one element of the re-captured image such

as a user's hand may be displayed on a display, e.g., display 110 as shown in FIG. 7,

or otherwise output to, e.g., a digital file, instant messaging, screen sharing, other

protocol, or to a printer, as a second (or third, etc.) composite image in

combination with the source content. For example, a re-capture of the user's hand

without projected content on the hand, i.e., a "clean" capture as discussed with

respect to the steps above, may be combined with the original source content for

display such as a Powerpoint presentation, as opposed to the lower-quality

captured version of that Powerpoint presentation. n such an example, the image

quality of both the captured image/object and the original source content will be

maximized and/or maintained when displayed as a composite image.

[0040] in some examples, multiple objects, e.g., multiple hands, may be

captured or re-captured, such that the image output to, e.g., a digital file, contains

more than one object, including in collaboration use-cases where users may be

remotely located.

[0041] F G. 4A is a f o ehart of creating an initial object mask, according to a

first example of the present disclosure.

[0042] in some examples, device 100 may comprise a real-time camera with

a 3D shape of the image captured by the camera including a least one object, e.g.,

the user's hand on, or on top of, the projected source content. In some examples,



the surface on which the source content is projected, e.g., mat 112 or other surface,

may be known or assumed to be flat, such that a 3D depth map collected by the

camera may be used to determine which parts of the capture do not fit the plane,

e.g., which parts of the scene represent the object or hand. In some examples, a

plane fitting algorithm may be used to determine which parts do not fit the plane,

and in some examples, the plane fitting algorithm may rejector exclude outliers.

[0043] n block 402A, the 3D shape/depth map or other sensor information

is accessed, and in block 404A, in an example, a plane fitting algorithm with outlier

rejection is applied to the map.

[0044] In block 406A, the location or map of an object or objects within the

captured image or scene is determined based on the 3D shape and plane fitting

with outlier rejection algorithm. In some examples, other algorithms may be used

to determine the location of objects.

[0045] In block 408A, an initial object mask is created based on the

location/map of the object determined in block 406A. The initial object mask may

be used as an input to, e.g., block 306 discussed above to create a composite image

of the source content and object mask, or may be used as an input to, e.g., block

802 discussed below if the object mask is to be further refined.

[0046] FIG. 4B is a flowchart of creating an initial object mask, according to a

second example of the present disclosure.

[0047] n some examples, device 100 may compare the captured image with

the source content to determine, e.g., where an object or hand is located based on a



difference between the captured image and the source content, e.g., based on a

color difference.

[0048] In block 402B, in an example, the source content file is accessed, and

in block 404B, the captured image is accessed, e.g., as captured by block 302. in

block 406B, the source content is compared to the captured image. Various

algorithms, such as algorithms related to image change and/or 3D segmentation,

may be applied.

[0049] n block 408B, an initial object mask is created based on the

comparison of the source content to the captured image in block 406B. As

discussed above with respect to F G. 4A, the initial object mask may be used as an

input to, e.g., block 306 discussed above to create a composite image of the source

content and object mask, or may be used as an input to, e.g., block 802 discussed

below if the object mask is to be further refined.

[0050] In various examples, the methods of FIGS. 4A and 4B may be used

separately or in conjunction to create an initial object mask, or with other

algorithms or techniques for creating an image mask.

[0051] FIG. 5 is an illustration of a captured image by at least one sensor,

according to an example of the present disclosure

[0052] Sensors 106, e.g., a camera or 3D sensor, may be used to capture a

image within the field-of-view of the sensor 106. In some examples, the captured

image may represent the projected source content 502, and an object or objects

504 such as the user's hand and/or stylus. The capture of F G. 5 may be referred



to as the capture of a live image, e.g., the projected source content with an object

on, or on top of, the projected image.

[0053] FIG. 6 is an illustration of a source content file and an object mask

projected by a device, according to a example of the present disclosure in an

example, the source content 602 and the object mask 604, discussed above, are

combined, e.g„ via compensation or a compositor, to create the composite image of

F G. 6. n some examples, as discussed above, the composite image of FIG. 6 may

be used to project the source content 602 with compensation for a user's hand to,

e.g., prevent the source content 602 from being projected onto the user's hand n

some examples, exposure changes or light dimming behind an object, e.g., behind

the user's hand as defined by the object mask, may be used to compensate such

that source content is not projected onto an object, e.g., the user's hand.

[0054] n some examples, the captured image may be captured by more

than one sensor and fused or otherwise combined, and/or the object mask may be

created by use of inputs from more than one sensor. For example, as mentioned

above with respect to FIG. 1, device 100 may comprise a high-resolution camera, a

low-resolution camera, an infrared ("IR") camera, or other camera type, as well as

a depth sensor n some examples, the captured image may be captured by a

combination of sensors, and/or the object mask may be created by a combination

of inputs from more than one sensor, such as using a combination of depth and R

sensors along with an RGB capture from a high-resolution camera.

[OOSS] F G. 7 is an illustration of a source content file and an object

displayed by a device such as on a monitor or otherwise output, according to an

example of the present disclosure.



[00 6 n the example of Fig. 7, the object 704 has been recaptured by, e.g.,

a second loop of F G. 3, such that the captured image includes a clean capture of

the object without the source content projected onto the object. More specifically,

FIG. 7 illustrates displaying a capture of image data within the field-of-view of a

sensor after a first composite image s been projected with an object mask.

[0057] FIG. 8 illustrates a flow diagram of refining an object mask, according

to an example of the present disclosure.

[0058] In some examples, an initial object mask, as discussed below with

respect to FIG. A, may have coarse or rough edges due to, for example, a capture

in block 302 by a low-resolution sensor on device 100, such as a 640x480 sensor.

Such sensors may be chosen due to system resources, such as to allow for lower

CPU and memory overhead. A refined object mask, as discussed below with

respect t o FIG. 913, may be created based on various methods or filters.

[0059] n an example, in block 802, an initial object mask, e.g., 904A, is

accessed, and in block 804, a captured image is accessed. A filter, e.g., a bilateral

cross filter, may be applied in block 806, and a refined object mask, e.g., 904b, may¬

be output in block 808. The refined object mask may be used as input to, e.g.,

block 306 discussed above.

[0060] FIGS. 9A and 9B illustrate an original object mask and a refined object

mask, according to an example of the present disclosure. As discussed above with

respect to FIG. 8, the original object mask of FIG. 9A may have coarse or rough

edges due to, for example, a capture in block 302 by a low-resolution sensor on

device 100, such as a 640x480 sensor. Also as discussed above, the refined object



mask of FIG. 913 may be the result of applying a filter, e.g., a bilateral cross filter, to

the original object mask of FIG. 9A.

[0061] FIG. 10 is a diagram of the device of FIG. 1, according to an example of

the present disclosure. Device 100 may comprise a processor 1002, a non-

transitory computer-readable storage device or medium 1004, a display or display-

adapter 1006, and a receiver 1008. Device 100 may be coupled to a mat 1012, an

illumination source/projector assembly 1014, and a pointer device or stylus 1016.

Non-transitory computer-readable storage device or medium 1004 may comprise

instructions to execute the steps described herein, such as the instructions of

blocks 302 to 308 in FIG. 3.

[0062 ] The above discussion is meant to be illustrative of the principles and

various embodiments of the present invention. Numerous variations and

modifications will become apparent to those skilled in the art once the above

disclosure is fully appreciated. It is intended that the following claims be

interpreted to embrace all such variations and modifications.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method of outputting image data, comprising:

capturing, on a sensor, an image comprising at least a surface and an object;

creating, on a processor, an object mask based on the captured image;

creating, on the processor, a first composite image based on the object

mask and a source content hie, and

projecting, on a projector, the first composite image to the surface.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein an intensity of the first

composite image is adjusted to a different value in an area corresponding to the

object mask.

3. The method according to claim 1, further comprising capturing a second

image, creating a second object mask and a second composite image, and

projecting the second composite image.

4. The method according to claim 1, further comprising capturing a second

image, creating a second composite image comprising the source content hie and

at least one element of the second captured image, and outputting the second

composite image to one or more of a digital file or digital display

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the at least one element of the

second captured image is an object.

6. The method according to claim 1, wherein the object mask is created by

applying a plane fitting algorithm.

7. The method according to claim 1, wherein the object mask is created by

comparing the captured image to the source content file.



8. A system for outputting image data, comprising:

a camera attachable to a support structure to capture an image projected

onto a surface and an object;

a projector attachable to the support structure; and

a processor communicatively coupled to the camera and the projector,

wherein the processor is to create an object mask based on the captured

image and data associated with the captured object and create a first composite

image of the object mask and a source content file, and

wherein the projector is to project the first composite image to the surface

9. The system according to claim 8, wherein the projector comprises an

adjustable intensity setting.

10. The system according to claim 9, wherein the adjustable intensity setting is

adjusted based on the object mask.

11. The system according to claim 8, wherein the processor is to create an

object mask by executing a plane fitting algorithm.

12. The system according to claim 8, wherein the processor is to create an

object mask by comparing the captured image to a source content file.

13. A non-transitory computer readable storage medium on which is

embedded a computer program, said computer program to output image data,

said computer program comprising a set of instructions to:

capture, on a sensor, a first image projected onto a surface and an object;

create, on a processor, an object mask based on the captured image and the

captured object and a first composite image based on the object mask and a source

content file of the captured image;

project, on a projector, the first composite image to the surface;



capture, on the sensor, a second image; and

output a second composite image.

14. The computer readable storage medium according to claim 13, wherein the

second composite image is output to a display.

15. The computer readable storage medium according to claim 13, wherein the

second composite image is output to a digital file.
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